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BRANDchild: Insights into the Minds of Today's Global Kids: Understanding Their Relationship with BrandsKogan Page, 2003
Tweens (8- to 14-year-olds) comprise a new type of audience. An increasingly powerful and smart consumer group, they not only spent US $300 billion but influenced an astounding US $1.88 trillion spend across the globe last year. They are different from previous generations in every way. They are more likely to have a friend on the other side of...
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Microchip Mathematics: Number Theory for Computer UsersShiva, 1984

	In the Autumn of 1983, in the face of the phenomenal growth of home computer sales in the U.K., the national British newspaper The Guardian decided to produce, each week, a 'Computer Page'. Noone was quite sure exactly what should go into the page on a regular basis, but it was thought that a fortnightly column on computer mathematics...
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BMA Illustrated Medical DictionaryDK Adult, 2002

	This dictionary gives comprehensive coverage of anatomical terms, disorders, tests, treatments and drugs and contains extensive cross referencing for fast access to related topics.


	Essential A–Z quick reference to over 5,500 medical terms

	 


	The British Medical Association
...
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Beet-Sugar HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	The first all-in-one reference for the beet-sugar industry

	

	Beet-Sugar Handbook is a practical and concise reference for technologists, chemists, farmers, and research personnel involved with the beet-sugar industry. It covers:

	* Basics of beet-sugar technology

	* Sugarbeet farming

	* Sugarbeet...
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Deadline Fitness: Tone Up and Slim Down When Every Minute CountsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	When I moved to Los Angeles from the East Coast, I was thrilled to have the opportunity to work in the entertainment industry. As I was studying and building my fitness business, my day job was as an assistant account executive at a Beverly Hills public relations firm. I spent lots of time with up-and-comers as well as with the most...
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How to Succeed in Commercial Photography: Insights from a Leading ConsultantAllworth Press, 2007
Photographers looking to develop their vision, values, and business plans will find the keys to success in How to Succeed in Commercial Photography. Veteran photography consultant Selina Maitreya provides photographers at every career stage with all the tools they need for a prosperous career and a rewarding life in commercial photography. She...
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British Military History For Dummies (History, Biography & Politics)For Dummies, 2007
"a ‘who, what, when, where and why’ of military events in Britain from the Romans to the present day." (Family Tree Magazine, September 2007)
    "Although the chapter titles and subtitles are jokey, the content is solidly descriptive...a very useful one-volume reference book." (Ancestors,...
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London For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008

	London is both traditional and trend-setting — the home of ceremonious pomp and pageantry and the "anything goes" aura of Soho. You can hang around the Tower of London or seek out the happening spots. Dine on fish and chips, try modern British cuisine, or take advantage of great ethnic restaurants, including Indian, French,...
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Emerging Wireless Multimedia: Services and TechnologiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The provision of IP-based multimedia services is one of the most exiting and challenging aspects of next generation wireless networks. A significant evolution has been underway for enabling such multimedia services and for ultimately migrating the Internet to the wireless world. This book examines this evolution, looking at an array of the most...
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Digital Interface Handbook, Third EditionFocal Press, 2003
For those who need to get to grips with digital audio and video systems, this book sheds light on the differences between audio interfaces and shows how to make devices 'talk to each other' in the digital domain despite their subtle differences.

The Digital Interface Handbook is a thoroughly detailed manual for those who need to get to...
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The Emergence of International Society in the 1920sCambridge University Press, 2012

	Chronicling the emergence of an international society in the 1920s, Daniel Gorman describes how the shock of the First World War gave rise to a broad array of overlapping initiatives in international cooperation. Though national rivalries continued to plague world politics, ordinary citizens and state officials found common causes in...
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Molecular Diagnosis of Cancer: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	We are currently experiencing a fundamental shift in the way in which we approach the characterization of cancer. Never before has the make up of cancer tissues and individual cells been so exhaustively researched and char- terized. We are now capable of producing molecular “fingerprints” that ch- acterize the expression of all...
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